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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements are true about Data Manipulation Language
(DML) statements?
A. An UPDATE....SET.... statement can modify multiple rows
based on only a single condition on a table.
B. An INSERT INTO... VALUES..... statement can add a single row
based on multiple conditions on a table.
C. An UPDATE... SET... statement can modify multiple rows based
on multiple conditions on a table.
D. A DELETE FROM..... statement can remove rows based on only a
single condition on a table.
E. A DELETE FROM..... statement can remove multiple rows based
on multiple conditions on a table.
F. An INSERT INTO...VALUES.. statement can add multiple rows
per execution to a table.
Answer: C,E
Explanation:

Explanation
References:
http://www.techonthenet.com/sql/and_or.php

NEW QUESTION: 2
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Identify three characteristics of the JSON data type.
A. it supports indexing directly against the JSON-defined
column.
B. It is based on the TEXT data type.
C. It validates the JSON syntax on insert or merge.
D. A set of SQL functions substantially support the SQL
utilization of the data type.
E. Comparisons of JSON values are not case-sensitive.
F. Key or array references enable quick read-access to look up
document elements directly.
Answer: A,C,F
Explanation:
Section: (none)
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